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Two common types of transistors MOSFETS and
BJTs We'll only considerBJTs in thisclass

this class Email us after if you want to learn about
i

Two types NPN and PNP Type
determined by
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Modes of operation
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We'll only consider FA R in this class



Ic us Vee measured on actual transistors
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I took these measurements on a Tektronix 577 curvetracer
in Nov 2019
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In this class we'll wider NPN onlybutPNP operates the same way justwithsome negativesigns



Small signal Parameters
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Then the Ic us Up curve is nearly linear
We
say its slope is
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transconductance
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This linear behavior makes analysis easier
We calltheset of parameters around which we linearize
like Vo Ie etc the operating oint



But how to make the day in a small

range around some Vo so we can

analyze linearly And how to set this Vo
We call techniques for this biasing

One way voltage source
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But it's hard to implement a voltage source
with a floating reference so we can capacitative

couple Vins v une
bias

capacity Hurtt 4,1
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Capacitative couplingonlyworks for AC input signals so it's not
uniformly applicable But it's a simple solution so it's
often used



let's compute Uae in the capacitatively coupled case
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How to generate Vmas

Typically with a voltage dividerfrom VCC

to ground
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Potential further topics based on interest
and time

emitterdegeneration

fifth B anselmiEYE e on

inputand output resistance
differential pairs

parasitic and frequency response
Common two transistor amplifiersandwhen to
use them

Emitter follower common emitter
Cascode

current mirrors

actively loaded amplifiers
andmuch more
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Emitter Follower common collector

Uga
Voltage buffer
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